Undergraduate architecture began with my mer softball.

...from research to prospects of the graduates UROP's term there UROP students, the building. There are currently have any business ment that "few...made by Media

To the Editor:

"We are the folks who use the rooms. And...you step line..." It's true we make a better day for anarchy...

The visiting

...vole game (don't tell the IM council, they participated in an interest philosophical discussion that extended into the night, and they got involved in certain "hacks" that I should not talk about here.

These activities are just as spontaneous, though perhaps less destructive, as those mentioned by Bein. Furthermore, this freed- dom was the intent of spreading the prefrosh around to the more than 150 houses.

Perhaps some members of the administration do impose restrict- tions, and after all, officials of an institution sometimes must do this for the common good, but I do not see the admissions office doing it. As far as the spontaneous it goes, Mr. Bein, I am sure the administration would be pleased if you could suggest some addi- tional spontaneous events for them to plan.

Carey Rapaport G
East Campus Graduate Resident

POLITICAL CAMPAIGN OUTLAST LAST

AMT Building involves UROP

To the Editor:

As UROP Coordinator for the Media Laboratory, I was dis- missed by Andrew Bein's com- ment that "few undergraduates have any business there at all." There are currently 16 faculty in the building who supervise UROP students, and during any term there are at least 30 UROP's working here. Under- graduates are engaged in all as- pects of the building's function, from research to courses in sum- mer school.

My own career at MIT really started with my UROP at the Archi- tectural Machine Group, and so precise to be a mainstay of undergraduate research on cam-

Amherst Spring Collection - Spring Edition - LEVI'S®

SUMMER JOB OPENINGS

28 New Boys' camp has counselor openings in Adventure, Baseball, Swimming, Computer Science, Drama, Engineering, Photography, Pio- nering and Tapping, Rappel Bell, Rifle, Tandem, SCUBA, Swimming (WR), Rock, Water Skiing, Wind Surfing, and Woodworking. Excellent staff may travel and travel staff may travel. June 21st to August 14th.

WRITE: Kamp Rahot, Mackinac J. It.
237 Backenridge Drive, Nor- mal, IA 50202.
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